ABSTRACT In this paper, we propose a data-driven model for predicting the travel speed of urban roads, based on GPS trajectories of vehicles. Though this is a strategically important task in many traffic monitoring systems, the problem has not yet been well-solved given the following two challenges. The first is the effective modeling approach that can predict the urban road travel speed faced with the data sparsity problem, i.e., many road segments may not be traveled by any GPS-equipped vehicles in some time slots. Second, the traffic condition influences the travel speed on a road but it is hard to capture the pattern as it fluctuates irregularly. To address these problems, we propose to utilize the probabilistic principal component analysis-based model to predict the urban road travel speed, which can handle the problem of data sparsity. In addition, to improve the prediction performance of the probabilistic generative model, we incorporate the traffic condition to partition roads into clusters using a spectral clustering method. Implementing prediction on each cluster brings smaller traffic condition variability within clusters and make it capable of parallel computing. We evaluate our proposed method in a case study for the citywide road network of Shanghai, using GPS trajectories generated by over 13000 taxis over a period of one month. Empirical results demonstrate that the model outperforms the competing methods in terms of both effectiveness and robustness.
I. INTRODUCTION
In recent years, an increasing number of urban vehicles have resulted in more and more serious congestion in road networks, which threatens not only the environment [1] but also the transport efficiency [2] . Facing these problems, knowledge about the dynamic travel speed of each road segment in the road network is of great importance at many levels, such as online vehicle routing and bottleneck recognition of a road network [3] . Furtherly, prediction of road travel speed in future time intervals can be intended as a tool for trip planning of individuals and abnormal condition monitoring of traffic management departments. From these points of view, only sensing the traffic state of a portion of roads is insufficient for knowing the global state of an urban road network, which means that we need a citywide knowledge of travel speed information in the road network.
Road travel speed prediction is a challenging problem in the intelligent transport system and has gained increasing attention [4] . Conventional works of travel speed analysis are mainly based on the raw speed sensing data collected from the infrastructure sensors, such as loop detectors, which can only cover a limited number of roads for the expensive cost of sensor deployment and maintenance. Thanks to the recent widespread use of GPS (global positioning system) devices that record the vehicle trajectories, especially for the public transport system (e.g. the urban taxi system), the citywide traveling and real-time positioning of these probe vehicles make it possible to obtain the dynamic travel speed data of the whole urban road network. Whereas, the problem of sparsity still exists though the coverage has been largely improved. The sparsity means the lacking speed sensing data for some roads or some time intervals as not all road segments are traveled by vehicles equipped with GPS devices in every minute. For example, when we use a matrix to represent the travel speed of all roads in the network during all time slots with each entry denoting the travel speed on a specific road in a given time slot, then the matrix is sparse as many entries are filled with null data. How to apply the sparse data to realize the prediction of the citywide traffic situation, including the travel time, travel speed, congestion level, et al, has become the main research thesis in the field of trajectory data analysis and intelligent transportation.
In fact, almost all traffic conditions of a road in an urban network, such as the travel time [5] - [8] and congestion level [9] mentioned above, can be calculated from the variable of the travel speed of the same road. Thus in this paper, we choose the travel speed as the objective indicator. To address issues of modeling with sparse data, this paper proposes a probabilistic principal component analysis (PPCA) based prediction method, which first adapts the spectral clustering algorithm to partition roads into groups that are of similar traffic situations using the big and sparse GPS trajectories received from a sample of taxis.
The framework of the travel speed prediction at a citywide level is as shown in Fig. 1 . The data source for solving the travel speed estimation comes from the taxi GPS, where each GPS point consists of the longitude and latitude together with the positioning timestamp. The sequential locating points form a trajectory of a cab. After applying the map matching algorithm, each GPS point of a trajectory is projected to a road segment. Thus for each road segment in the network, it owns a number of sub-trajectories. The GPS points in each sub-trajectory are used to calculate the travel velocity for this road segment. The speed ratio estimation module first accumulates the travel distance between GPS points and divides it by the time gap between the first and the last point to calculate the speed. The speed of a road varies during a day according to real-time traffic. For each road, we set the 95 th percentile of its speed in each day as its limited maximal speed and the ratio between its current speed and its limited maximal speed is measured for that day using the speed ratio estimation module according to the approach proposed in [3] .
The main modules in the framework of this paper are the traffic condition clustering module and the travel speed prediction module, a dedicated description of which is presented in Section III. According to the traffic condition represented by the speed ratio, the traffic condition clustering module refers to applying a spectral clustering method, which can handle sparse data, to partition the road segments in the network to groups. The spectral clustering method only takes the similarity matrix instead of the original matrix as the input, when the data is sparse, we can calculate the similarity between variables using the existing features and the estimated similarity matrix is set as the model input, thus it can also handle sparse data. This is inspired by the approach in [6] which obtains better prediction accuracy for roads grouped by the functional class than that for all roads mixed in one dataset, as roads of the same functional class are of the similar traffic condition. As well, the condition clustering results are preserved in the database and are set as the basis of the travel speed prediction module. The travel speed prediction module applies a probabilistic generative model to solve the citywide speed ratio prediction with the parameters optimized by using the cross-calibration in the module of calibration of parameters.
The framework presents that the approaches proposed in this paper can be taken part in the speed and congestion estimation service. Main contributions of our work in this paper are summarized as follows: (1) We propose a framework that utilizes the probabilistic principal component analysis method to realize the prediction of travel speed with sparse data for a citywide road network. As the adapted variable of speed ratio can also be used to estimate the congestion level of a road, the framework proposed in this paper can be extended to further congestion recognition and prediction service. (2) To improve the prediction performance, we propose to fuse the spectral clustering model and the probabilistic generative model. The spectral clustering method is used to group road segments in terms of the traffic condition represented by the speed ratio. For each cluster of similar traffic condition, a probabilistic PCA method is applied to realize travel speed prediction. The spectral clustering step further makes the framework capable of parallel computing in distributed and real-time systems. (3) Evaluation of a case study using a month of real trajectory dataset generated by more than 13000 taxis of Shanghai demonstrates the improvement of the proposed model, including the prediction accuracy and the robustness. Besides, we combine the error results to analyze the reason why our proposed model is of better accuracy than the baselines. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II reviews the literature on trajectory map matching methods and travel speed prediction. Section III elaborates the proposed model. A case study of a real dataset of Shanghai with taxi trajectories are presented in Section IV. Conclusions and future work are discussed in Section V.
II. RELATED WORK
Compared to the transport network modeling at a coarse-grained level which partitions the urban area into grids and sets each grid as a node in the network [10] , [11] , the traffic modeling at a road network level intrinsically brings more challenges. In terms of the trajectory data-driven modeling of road speed prediction [4] , [12] , [13] , the first problem is to solve the trajectory-based travel speed estimation of a road segment. And the initial step is to match all points of a trajectory to the road segments. Lou et al. [14] proposed a matching approach for dealing with low-sampling-rate GPS trajectories. Quddus et al. [15] devised a matching algorithm based on fuzzy logic theory, which is good in relative sparse road networks. Quddus and Washington et al. [16] applied the shortest path to match trajectories of the low sampling rate to roads. Yuan et al. [17] proposed an interactive votingbased map matching algorithm that combines more context information, including the position context of GPS points, the topological information of road networks and the mutual influence between GPS points. Though many matching methods exist, it should be chosen in accordance with features the collected trajectories and the road networks. As our collected trajectories used in the case study is fine-grained, the road network is relatively complete, the algorithm of Yuan et al is applicative in the case study because of the comprehensively considered information.
According to the data-driven modeling approaches of travel speed prediction, models can be broadly classified into following categories: parametric models [18] - [20] , non-parametric models [21] - [23] and the hybrid models [24] , [25] .
The parametric model formulates travel speed using mathematical or statistical equations, which is described with a set of model parameters, such as analytical and statistical models. They usually suffer from the incompatible problem of model assumptions and are proved to perform poorly when the traffic condition is complex. For example, Ma et al. [20] propose a generalized Markov chain approach consisting of three major components of state definition, transition probabilities estimation, and probability distribution estimation.
The non-parametric models utilize the algorithms of machine learning and data mining to provide travel speed information, such as an artificial neural network, support vector machine and the deep learning framework. As these approaches [21] - [24] are free of model assumptions and uncertainty involved in model parameter estimation, they are generally more effective for many transportation applications.
The hybrid models refer to approaches that fuse the aforementioned approaches in formulating the model or decision, such as multi-models fusion and ensemble learning. For example, Tang et al. [25] construct a fuzzy neural network to forecast travel speed of a southbound segment of a fourth ring road in Beijing city.
As mentioned above, the most recent research effort has focused on the models that rely on the collected data to extract features for modeling the traffic speed. Though the approaches present to be efficient, they are only suitable for the link level prediction, and few researchers focused on the network level of modeling and care little about the spatial and temporal correlation among roads during the modeling process. In fact, travel speeds on different road segments and at different time slots are of spatial-temporal correlation, which may help improve estimation performance [26] , [27] .
Two generative models have been applied in the traffic speed and travel time modeling, including the tensor decomposition based method [7] , [8] and the probabilistic generative model [5] , [6] . The tensor decomposition approach is an efficient method specific to the sparse data prediction. For example, Min and Wynter et al. [27] adapt the tensor decomposition approach to fill in the tensor's missing values for travel time estimation of a path. Tang et al. [7] propose a tensor-based spatial and temporal model to estimate travel time for the urban road network. Whereas, the tensor-based model lacks the ability to recognize patterns comparing to the probabilistic generative model. Cebecauer et al. [5] and Jenelius and Koutsopoulos [6] proposed to apply the probabilistic PCA to model the citywide road travel speed. Different from the methods mentioned above, the probabilistic PCA model not only presents an improvement of prediction accuracy with sparse data but plays a role in recognizing the latent pattern of the variables.
Whereas, none of these probabilistic generative modelbased approaches take the traffic condition into consideration, which is further studied in this paper. Besides, we replace the travel speed with the speed ratio of a road to predict the travel speed. The advantage of this variable is that it can present the traffic condition.
be points of a sub-trajectory on road i as shown in Fig.2 . The sub-trajectories, Sub 1 , Sub 2 and Sub 3 , are used to estimate the travel speed of the road segment r 3 . Travel speed of r 3 is calculated according to
where t 1 , t 2 , · · · , t n is the timestamp of each location point, N is the sub-trajectory number, p i,j denotes the j-th point of the i-th sub-trajectory. The upper part of the accumulated distance of all adjacent points, meaning that we calculated the real travel length of this trajectory between the first point and the last point on this road segment instead of using the road length between these two points. And the lower part is the time consumed by this driver between the first point and the last point. Thus
calculates the average travel velocity of the i-th trajectory, and (1) calculates the average velocity of all trajectories that are matched to the same road segment.
After calculating the travel speed of all sub-trajectories of road i for a given day, the 95 th percentile speed value of road i is set as the limited maximal velocity v lim i . The average speed of a time slot t is denoted asv i,t . The ratio between its average speed and its limited velocity v lim i is calculated as
According to the research in [3] , the speed ratio can describe the congestion situation for a road. Thus in this paper, it is used to represent the traffic condition, according to which roads are clustered for further citywide speed prediction as shown in Fig.1 . The predicted travel speed of each road in a time slot can be transformed from variable z according to (2) . In detail, the ratio between the average speed and the limited velocity in the same cluster obtained by the spectral clustering method is further predicted by the PPCA model. The travel time is predicted by multiplying the limited velocity by the predicted speed ratio. Primary variables used in this paper are listed in Tab.1 with the notation. 
B. SPECTRAL CLUSTERING FOR TRAFFIC CONDITION
Before predicting the future speed of each road, in this paper, historical observations of speed ratio from all time intervals are used to group roads in terms of the traffic condition. The observations for all days in the historical database is stacked in the R × T matrix,
where R is the total road number, T is the total time slot number in all days and z rt is the speed ratio value of road r in time slot t. A spectral clustering based method is applied to group (z 1 , z 2 , · · · , z R ) T into clusters, which means that the speed ratio vector (z r1 , z r2 , · · · z rT ) denotes the temporal traffic condition of road r. After clustering, roads that are of similar temporal traffic condition are partitioned into the same groups.
The spectral clustering is an algorithm developed from graph theory. The main idea is to regard all the data as points in space that can be connected by edges, then the cut of the weighted graph is to cluster the original data into groups [28] . Despite many empirical successes of spectral clustering algorithms that cluster points using eigenvectors of matrices derived from the data, Ng et al. [29] propose a particular manner to use the k eigenvectors simultaneously, which is adapted in this paper.
According to the algorithm proposed by Andrew et al., here in this paper, the weight between road vectors z i and z j is calculated as below to build the affinity matrix,
where σ is a model parameter. The affinity matrix A is constructed after calculating the weight between each pair of variables. According to the affinity matrix, the degree matrix is built as
where d i = j =i A ij is the degree of node i in the weighted graph. Then we construct the Laplace matric as
Assuming that e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e k are the k largest eigenvectors of L (chosen to be orthogonal to each other in the case of repeated eigenvalues) in accordance with the algorithm proposed in [29] , we form the matrix E = [e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e T ] by stacking the eigenvectors in columns. Then, we form the matrix Y from E by renormalizing each of E's rows to have the unit length as
Here, we remain the dimension of T meaning that the matrix dimension is not reduced to reserve all features contained in the original data. Then each row of Y is treated as a data point and the conventional clustering method of k-means is applied to cluster the matric with R vectors to obtain k clusters that attempt to minimize distortion.
Finally, we assign the original point z i to cluster j if and only if row i of the matrix Y was assigned to the j-th cluster.
In this paper, the model parameter σ is estimated as in [29] . The step of mapping data points to Y 's rows makes the spectral clustering algorithm capable of data set that contains convex regions with good clustering result. Another advantage of this spectral clustering algorithm is that the spectral clustering only requires the similarity matrix between data points, so it is very effective for clustering of sparse data, which is difficult for traditional clustering algorithm such as the k-means.
As to finding the optimal cluster number, we use two cluster separation measures to get the optimized cluster number for the latter prediction step, including the Davies-Bouldin index [30] and the Xie-Beni index [31] . The measure proposed by Davies et al. is denoted as
and the measure proposed by Xie-Beni et al. is described as
where |C| is the number of clusters, C i is the i-th cluster with n i as the number of objects in C i , c i is the center of C i , σ (C i ) is variance vector of C i and d(z, c) is the distance between z and c.
C. NETWORK TRAVEL SPEED PREDICTION 1) MODEL ASSUMPTION
In this paper, the variable prediction step is based on the generative model of probabilistic PCA, which is transformed from the conventional PCA model from the view of a probability generation. The formulation of PCA as a probabilistic model was proposed independently by Tiping, Bisho, and Roweis [32] - [34] . The formulation of PCA is a computational model that projects a given set of data onto a subspace of lower dimensionality than the original data space. From a generative viewpoint, a sampled value of the observed variable is obtained by first choosing a value for the latent variable and then sampling the observed variable conditioned on this latent value. Here in this paper, for a set of d-dimensional data vectors {z n }, n ∈ {1, · · · , N }, it is assumed to be generated from the Probabilistic PCA model, which can be expressed as a directed graph as shown in Fig.3 .
FIGURE 3.
The probabilistic model for a data set of N observations of Z can be expressed as a directed graph in which each observation z n is associated with a value x n of the latent variable.
Thus the observations of speed ratio variable z n is generated from the latent variable x n as
where x n is a Q × 1 column vector of latent random variables, and assumed to be i.i.d. Normal with mean zero and variance one,
Q is a parameter of the preserved dimension for W , which is calculated by calibration in the implementation. W is a d × Q parameter matrix that represents the linear mapping between latent space and the observed variables. µ is a d × 1 column vector that represents the mean speed ratio for each variable, i.e., for each road and time-of-day interval. is a d × 1 column vector of random errors, assumed to be i.i.d. Normal with mean zero and variance σ 2
The errors represent random variability in the observations that are not generated from the latent structure but arises from data sources such as variability between vehicles, the noise of GPS point sampling etc. Thus in this paper, the clustering step of traffic condition decreases the variability between road segments which plays an important role in improving the model performance to some extent. The experiment results together with the analysis will be reported in Section IV.
As shown in Fig.3 , parameters in the PPCA model contain u, W , σ and Q. The estimation of W and σ are illustrated in detail in the next sub-section using a strategy of EM algorithm. The value of µ is estimated from the historical observations as shown in the prediction algorithm. The value of Q is estimated by the cross-validation method as used in our case study in Section IV.
2) PARAMETER ESTIMATION
Here we build upon the recent work of Jenelius and Koutsopoulos [6] , who apply the EM algorithm to calculate parameters of the probabilistic PCA model for the travel speed prediction, and we utilize the estimation method proposed by Tipping and Bishop in [35] .
Let z :t be the R × 1 vector of variables for all roads in the time interval t from the current day. It is assumed that the variable z from the current day are generated from the same model (8) as the historical data. The marginal distribution of z is thus
Based on the EM approach that maximizes the likelihood for PPCA, the latent variables {x n } are considered to be missing data and the complete data to comprise the observations together with these latent variables. The corresponding complete-data log-likelihood is written as
where p(z n , x n ) is the joint probability distribution of the observation and the latent variable, written as
2 )
In the E-step of the EM algorithm, we take the expectation of L C with respect to the distributions p(x n |z n , W , σ 2 ).
where we have omitted terms that are independent of the model parameters and
x n x
in which M = W T W + σ 2 I . These statistics are computed using the current (fixed) values of the parameters. In the M-step, L C is maximized with respect to W and σ 2 giving new parameter estimateŝ
To maximize the likelihood, then the sufficient statistics of the conditional distributions are calculated. Here in this paper, we give considerable insight into the operation of the EM algorithm by substituting for x n and x n x T n from (14) and (15) into (16) and (17) . Further manipulation leads to both the E-step and the M-step being combined and the parameters are estimated aŝ
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It indicates that the data enter the EM formulation only through the covariance matrix S, as would be expected.
3) PREDICTION ALGORITHM

Assuming that the current time interval is h and a continuous time intervals are (h
The variable values of z in the future F time intervals are to be predicted given the variable values of z in the past P time intervals which is just behind current time interval. Then the variable values of z can be separated into values z p and z F as
The loading matrix W can be similarly split into the RP × Q matrix W P and the RF × Q matrix W F , meaning that the data dimension is set as d = R × P or d = R × F, and µ is split into µ P and µ F . The distribution of the future variables z F conditional on the past observed values z P can now be derived from (8) and (21) . According to the properties of multivariate normal distributed variables and the matrix inversion lemma, it follows that z F |z P ∼ N (ẑ F|P , F|P ) wherê
This conditional probability prediction for the future value of z is combined with the spectral cluster of the road traffic condition, which is described by the following algorithm. The larger the number of dimensions Q, the more of the observed variability in the historical data is preserved. However, for moderate-sized to large networks and a limited historical data set, there is a risk of over-fitting the model at the expense of prediction accuracy. Thus Q is calibrated by cross-validation in the implementation, such as in our case study.
IV. CASE STUDY A. ROAD NETWORK AND DATA
As a case study, the prediction methodology proposed in this paper is applied in the urban road network of Shanghai, China, together with the real world dataset of taxi GPS trajectories. The percentage of probe vehicles over all vehicles is low, which means a sparse dataset for predicting the speeds of all roads in the network. As shown in Fig. 4 (a) , the citywide road network is comprised of 3634 road segments. The GPS trajectories used for the experiments are collected from over 13000 taxicabs operating in the road network of all weekdays spanning from Apr. 1 st to Apr. 30 th in the year 2015, of which the average sampling frequency is less than 10 seconds per point. The number of GPS points reaches over 300 million and the total length of these trajectories is over 178.53 million kilometers.
As shown in the framework, the first step of trajectorybased travel speed prediction is to match each GPS point to the corresponding road segment. In this case study, we apply the map matching method proposed in [14] on the platform of Arcgis. The travel speeds of each road segment are available in a time slot of 5-minute and then we obtain the speed ratio on each road segment in each time slot using the estimation method described by (1).
Algorithm 1 Spectral Clustering Based Prediction
Input: Historical speed ratio Z R×(T−F) Output: Prediction speed ratio Z R×F Step 1. Build affinity matrix A R×R according the distance measure as
Step 2. Construct the Laplace matrix and normalize it as
Step 3. Find the k largest eigenvectors of L and form the matrix E = [e 1 , e 2 , · · · , e T ] by stacking the eigenvectors in columns.
Step 4. Form the matrix Y from E by renormalizing each of E's rows to have unit length as
Step 5. Apply k-means to Y , and calculate the D-B index and X-B index according to (6) and (7) to select the optimal cluster number as K that maximize these two measurements.
Step 6-1 to Step 6-3.
Step 6-1. Calculate the model parameter W P , W F , σ P using (14)- (18).
Step 6-2. Calculating the mean value of z P in the test data set for all roads as
Step 6-3. Predict the speed ratio of roads that are in cluster C k in future time interval F according to (20) as z F for ∀r ∈ C k .
A sample data of total speed from 200 road segments during a time span from 00:00 to 20:00 of a weekday is as shown in Fig. 4 (b) to identify the research intervals in our case study. As some roads lack the GPS trajectories especially during the night, the average travel time is close to 0 for time slots during the night, we calculate the total speeds of these road segments to present the temporal variation and to find the research intervals. As it presents, the peak hours of the morning, noon and evening can be identified from the total speed. In this paper, we concentrate on the implementation results of the proposed model for sparse data based road network travel speed prediction, including the prediction precision and the robustness of the model for different granularity of sparsity. Thus we take only the morning peak hours from 8:00 am to 9:00 am as a case study to testify the performance of our proposed model that fuses the spectral clustering method and the PPCA. After map-matching of all GPS points that are included in the morning peak hours of 22 weekdays, we get the real travel speeds and the speed ratio of each road segment in the twelve time intervals of each weekday (5 minutes a time slot).
In this case study, the prediction accuracy is evaluated by four metrics, which are all introduced in the following part. Besides, we testify the robustness of our prediction model against different percent of missing data by comparing to two baselines. Finally, in this section, we theoretically analyze the computation complexity of the proposed method.
B. BASELINES AND METRICS
To demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed method, we adopt the conventional model of probabilistic PCA (named PPCA) and the model in [6] (named H-PPCA in this part) as baselines. As Erik and Hris have demonstrated that both PPCA and H-PPCA are of more prediction accuracy than the methods of historical means and K-NN, in this case study, we directly compare the effectiveness of our proposed model to the original PPCA and the H-PPCA. The PPCA-based prediction method extracts network-wide correlation for all road segments and directly predict the future value of the road network travel speed based on the loading factors.
On the basis of PPCA, the H-PPCA model combines the PPCA-based network-wide prediction and local smoothing factor to improve the prediction accuracy, which utilizes the PPCA model to estimate the mean values in past intervals conditional on the current-day observations. The conditional mean valuesẐ p|P , p ∈ {h − 1, h − 2, · · · , h − P} are estimated aŝ
where h is the current time interval. Then a local smoothing parameter is added to predict values for future time interval i ∈ {h + 1, h + 2, · · · , h + F} aŝ
where the local smoothing is performed over the deviations from the means of PPCA conditional on current-day observations rather than the historical means and α ∈ [0, 1) is a weight parameter over the residual error between the estimated valueẐ h−P+1|P and its real value. The weights decay geometrically according to the time slot gap between the prediction interval and the past interval, which is denoted by the power term of the parameter α.
To evaluate the quantitative prediction performance of each model, four metrics are used in this case study as shown in Table 1 , including the MAE (mean absolute error), MAPE (mean absolute percentage error), RMSE (root mean square error) and the EC (error changing rate), where R is the road segment number in the road network and D is the day number that is set as testing data set.
C. MODEL PERFORMANCE 1) ACCURACY
The prediction model that fuses the spectral clustering method and the probability principal component analysis VOLUME 6, 2018 method is named S-PPCA in this part. As described in section III, the SPPCA model applied the Davies-Bouldin (DB) index and Xie-Beni (XB) index to find the optimal cluster number for the spectral clustering step. The scores of two indexes obtained for different cluster number are shown in Fig. 5 . It can be observed that the overall trends of Davies-Bouldin index decreases while the Xie-Beni index presents an increasing trend with the cluster number increasing. Comprehensively considering two clustering quality metrics, the optimal cluster number of the spectral clustering step when using our proposed prediction model is set as 14 as shown in the figure.
For the prediction step in the algorithm, the prediction horizon F in our proposed model, as well as the competing baselines, is set as 3, which means that we simultaneously predict the speed value of all roads in the future 15 minutes as in [6] . The values of P and Q for each method are calibrated by the cross-validation. The dataset is first partitioned into seventeen days as the training dataset and five days as the testing dataset. To demonstrate the robustness of our proposed model and reduce the influence of temporal pattern in different weekdays, the testing dataset includes the weekday spanning from Monday to Friday. Then the calibration scheme is used, in which the ability of the model to predict values of the five days that are kept out of the training set is repeatedly assessed for every five successive days in the dataset.
The prediction accuracy for a five testing days held outside the training set is evaluated in terms of the four metrics in Table 2 across all road segments of prediction intervals 8:45∼8:50, 8:50∼8:55 and 8:55∼9:00. The testing time interval is set according to the competing methods in [6] . For each prediction method, the set of parameters that maximizes overall prediction accuracy is found by a grid search approach, and the calibrated parameter values are shown in Table 3 . The overall prediction accuracy is as shown in Fig. 6 , which summarizes the prediction errors for each method and three time-of-day intervals in terms of MAE, MAPE, RMSE, and EC.
It shows that the H-PPCA method obtains a little lower errors than that of PPCA measured by the absolute error metrics of MAE and RMSE. Whereas, when it comes to the relative metric of MAPE, the prediction errors of H-PPCA is more than that of the original PPCA, but the prediction errors of our proposed S-PPCA is quite smaller than that of both baselines. As well, EC is a relative error metric, and as shown in Table 2 , a larger score of EC close to 1 denotes a better prediction accuracy. Fig. 6 shows that the scores measured by the EC of H-PPCA are larger than that of PPCA, which means that the H-PPCA is of better performance in terms of prediction accuracy. Whereas our proposed S-PPCA achieves much more scores measured by EC than that of both H-PPCA and PPCA.
Comprehensively, in terms of prediction accuracy, our proposed prediction method obtains the smallest errors for all three prediction intervals measured by all four metrics. The relative improvements of both H-PPCA and S-PPCA compared to the original PPCA measured by four metrics are described in Table 4 . The negative value denotes that it is not improved and gets worse accuracy than that of the original PPCA. Overall, it can be seen that our proposed method obtains much more improvement than that of H-PPCA.
Theoretically, the spectral clustering step of our proposed method decreases the variation of the travel speed ratio in the same cluster, which help us to improve the prediction performance. Note that the Q value is smaller than that of PPCA and H-PPCA in the experiment, which means that the proposed method reserves the latent information of travel speed in the road network with a small order of transformation matrix W , and the experiment results present to be of better prediction accuracy.
As seen in Table 4 , the improvement of both H-PPCA and the proposed S-PPCA varies for three prediction intervals. By further analyzing from the perspective of the original data source, the main reason may lie in the different amount of missing values which is respectively 4.91%, 4.78% and 5.95% for three prediction intervals as shown in Table 5 .
As the prediction accuracy is influenced by the data sparsity level, it is necessary to evaluate the prediction accuracy with different amount of missing values. In the next part, we further testify the robustness of the prediction methods for different levels of missing data measured by four metrics.
2) ROBUSTNESS ANALYSIS WITH MISSING DATA
The robustness of the prediction methods against higher shares of missing values is investigated by removing additional observations from the historical and current-day completely at random. The prediction accuracy is evaluated for 10%, 20%, 30%, 40% and 50% missing values across multiple random draws. We still measure the prediction accuracy against a different amount of missing values by the four metrics as shown in Fig.7 . It shows that the prediction errors of H-PPCA measured by four metrics are the least sensitive to the missing data, while the prediction errors are almost always larger than that of the other two methods, especially measured by the MAE. The PPCA prediction method even obtains small errors than that of S-PPCA with 30% missing data. Whereas the prediction performance of PPCA is the On the contrary, the prediction accuracy of our proposed model is the most stable one regardless of the percent of missing values with the least mean errors for all sparsity level. It means that the proposed model is the least sensitive to sparse data.
The spectral clustering step of our proposed method group road segments into clusters according to the speed value thus to increase the reserved information when applying the EM algorithm to calculate the transformation matrix W. The smaller variation of speed value in the same cluster contributes to the more stable performance of our proposed model. Thus in this part, we further analyze the advantage of prediction performance of our proposed model from the model assumption nature.
As described in Section III, the model assumes that each observation data is generalized from a low dimension space, and the random errors are assumed to be i.i.d. Normal with mean zero and variance one, which can be rewritten as n = z n − Wx n − µ, n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N} Experiment results in this case study of the absolute prediction error for the three used methods are as shown in Fig. 8 . It can be observed that the mean values of obtained by the proposed model for three prediction time intervals are more close to zero, meanwhile, the variance values obtained by our proposed S-PPCA is the smallest for all three prediction time intervals.
As the raw data of the speed ratio variable is categorized by the spectral clustering step in our method, the roads in the same cluster share similar traffic condition and thus the separated prediction step for each cluster obtains smaller variability of the predicted variable. These results present similarly to the findings by Erik et al. They demonstrate that the prediction accuracy for road segments sharing the same functional class is better than that gotten by regarding all roads as a whole.
Thus the fusion of the spectral clustering step for the traffic condition and the PPCA based prediction offers a new framework for the travel speed prediction problem, which is also convenient for parallel and distributed computing for the real-time prediction necessity in the real-world applications.
3) COMPUTING COMPLEXITY ANALYSIS
In this case study, model parameters P, Q, W , µ, σ 2 and α are updated relatively infrequently over a sliding time window based on historical data. When the best parameter values have been selected, the historical mean µ, and the observation noise σ 2 are estimated on the historical data. The parameter values for each time-of-day interval are stored in a database. The spectral clustering step of our proposed method is also time-consuming. Given a road network and speed ratio values, the clustering algorithm is calculated only once to group roads into clusters. The main computation complexity is concentrated on calculating the factor loadings W for the prediction.
Although it is algebraically convenient to express the EM algorithm in the terms of S, care has been exercised in the implementation. The computation of S requires O(NR 2 ) operations, but an inspection of equations (16) and (17) indicates that the complexity is only O(NRQ), where R is the number of road. This is reflected by the fact that equations (18) and (19) only require terms of the form SW and tr(S). The trade-off between the cost of initially computing S directly and that of computing SW more cheaply at each iteration depends on the number of iterations needed to obtain the accuracy of solution required and the ratio of R to Q. In our case study Q R, considerable computational savings can be obtained by not explicitly evaluating S, even though this need only be done once at initialization. For the former, the computation complexity of SW as n x n (x T n W ) is O(NRQ), which is more efficient than ( n x n x T n )W and is equivalent to finding S explicitly.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposed a traffic condition clustering based travel speed prediction model for citywide road networks using the Probabilistic PCA. Different from conventional computing model, the Probabilistic PCA model is a generative model, which takes the observed travel speed values as projections from a lower-dimensional latent space. The generation nature makes the model capable of handling sparse data. To reduce the errors between generalized data and the observations, we categorize the traffic condition in the road network to group roads that are of similar traffic condition by applying the spectral clustering method before the citywide prediction step. We utilize the travel speed ratio as the objected variable in the model to make it convenient to estimate the traffic condition, and then it is used for the travel speed prediction.
Taking the road network of Shanghai and a month of trajectories generated by 13000 taxis as a case study, and comparing to the original PCA model and another PCA based baseline, the proposed traffic condition clustering-based prediction model presents a better performance from the perspective of prediction accuracy and the robustness to missing values. As well, our proposed model is more suitable than the baselines for parallel computing as we cluster the road network into subnetworks according to the traffic condition. The speed ratio based modeling in this paper further makes it adaptable to road network congestion monitoring and other service based on congestion estimation, such as the bottleneck identifying and road network congestion pattern recognizing.
In the future, we will concentrate on the prediction horizon to identify the longest prediction time slots and we plan to further compare the performance of our model to the tensor-based model. We intend to infer the congestion pattern of a citywide road network based on this speed prediction method. In addition, we would like to study the travel time of a path in the network combined with the trajectory dataset and solve its sparsity problem. HEPENG GAO received the B.E. degree in software engineering from the Institute of Software, Jilin University, Changchun, China, in 2015, where he is currently pursuing the master's degree in software engineering. His research interests include complex networks, data mining, machine learning, and traffic big data analysis.
